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bstract

The effect of water generation on the performance of proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) was investigated by using a periodical
inear sweep method. Three different kinds of I–V curves were obtained, which reflected different amount of water uptake in the fuel cell. The

aximum water uptake that could avoid flooding in the fuel cell and the hysteresis of water diffusion were also discussed. Quantitative analysis
f water uptake and water transport phenomena in this study were conducted both experimentally and theoretically. Results showed that the water
ptake capacity for the fuel cell under no severe flooding was 27.837 mg cm−2. The transient response of the internal resistance indicated that the

igh frequency resistance (HFR) lagged the current with a value of about 20 s. The effect of purging operation on the internal resistance of the fuel
ell was also explored. Experimental data showed that the cell experienced a continuous 8-min purging process can maintain at a relatively steady
nd dry state.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is consid-
red to be one of the most promising power supply systems for
lectrical vehicles due to its high power density, cleanness of
roduction and friendly environmental adaptability. In recent
ears, there has been an explosive growth in the research of
his field, such as the optimization of catalyst [1–5], design of
perating parameters [6–9], management of water transport and
eat utilization [10–21]. Water is one of the most important
actors in the PEMFC operation because the performance of
PEMFC depends strongly on the water balance within the cell.
s it is well known, electro-osmotic drag and back diffusion

n the membrane affect the water distribution in the PEMFC

ompetitively.

Although the water uptake and water transport characteris-
ics in the fuel cell is important, few studies in this field have
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); High frequency resistance (HFR)

een reported. The reasons are as follows: firstly, some param-
ters can hardly be obtained precisely by experiment, such as
he electro-osmotic drag coefficient and the water amount due to
ack diffusion; secondly, there are also some design difficulties.
or example, microprobes should be put into the different part
f the fuel cell in order to measure the water distribution in the
hole cell, but this method might destruct the original sealed

tructure and lead to the leaking issues. Karan et al. [11] investi-
ated the overall water transport characteristics experimentally
y collecting the outlet water at both the anode side and cath-
de side. They also discussed the effect of micro porous layer
MPL) on the net water transport by comparing the net water
rag coefficient between the PEMFCs with and without a MPL.
esults showed little difference in the net drag coefficient of the
ells with a MPL between that of the cells without a MPL due to
nherent variability in performance of fuel cell (FC) builds and

easurement errors.

In recent years, visualization experiments were reported in

hich the “transparent” flow fields were used to show the liq-
id water formation at the gas diffusion layer (GDL) and water
roplet growth in the gas channel. Yang et al. [16] and Ge et al.

mailto:hmyu@dicp.ac.cn
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2007.11.034
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17] showed the droplet formation and water transport at the
athode side and the anode side respectively. According to their
esults, as for the cathode side, liquid water was prone to emerge
t the GDL and can grow to a size comparable to the chan-
el dimension, but for the anode side, no water droplet can
e observed at the anode gas diffusion layer but in the gas
hannel. Besides the visualization method, some other analyt-
cal techniques were also conducted in the research of water
ptake and water transport characteristics in the PEMFC, such
s scanning electron microscopy [18], nuclear magnetic reso-
ance microscopy [19], neutron imaging [20], and fluorescence
icroscopy [21].
Model simulations were also used to predict the water trans-

ort and distribution characteristics. Um and Wang [14] applied
he unified water transport model to three-dimensional fuel cells
o predict water content profiles across the ionomer membrane.
hey found that counter-flow design benefited the water distri-
ution in the fuel cell under low humidity conditions. Chen et al.
15] proposed a five-layer model to investigate the steady state
nd transient water distribution characteristics in different part
f the FC, i.e., GDL, catalyst layer (CL) and membrane. Results
ndicated that water profile in these layers varied with the steady
tate current density, membrane thickness, GDL porosity, and
here was an abrupt water profile jump in the GDL and CL at
oth the anode side and the cathode side.

In this work, we investigated the effect of the generated water
n the PEMFC performance. Water accumulated in the FC was
btained by using a periodical linear sweep method. By collect-
ng the outlet water carried out by the outlet gases and doing the
ater balance analysis, we compared our experimental results
ith the theoretical value. The evolution of I–V curve during the
ater accumulation was also discussed by the analysis of the
igh frequency resistance (HFR) of the fuel cell.

. Experimental

.1. Fuel cell setup

A commercial catalyst coated membrane Umicore®

pMembrainTM H300) was sandwiched by polytetrafluoroethy-
ene (PTFE) -proofed GDL (Toray TGP-H-060) and hot-pressed
o form a membrane-electrode-assembly (MEA). The parallel
ow field was machined on the graphite bipolar plate, and the
ssembly was then tightened using polycarbonate endplates,
olts and nuts. The effective area of the fuel cell is only 1 cm2.

The fuel cell was connected to a fully computer-controlled
ome-made test station. The cell was preconditioned by oper-
ting with fully humidified hydrogen and oxygen at 60 ◦C and
mbient pressure for 8 h. KFM2030 (Kikusui, Japan) was used
s the electric load and impedance meter in the testing process.

.2. Experimental procedure and measurements
After precondition of the FC, in order to diminish the influ-
nce of the residual water in the fuel cell, the cell was then
urged by dry hydrogen and oxygen respectively until the HFR
f the FC reached a relatively steady value, in which state it

p
1
t
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as considered there was only the structural water [13] exist in
he membrane. During this process, the anode and the cathode
ide were first purged with unhumidified H2 and O2 (relative
umidity for H2 and O2 are 45%), respectively at a flow rate
f 100/100 ml min−1 for 5 min, and then a small flow rate of
0/10 ml min−1 for 3 min. The HFR of the cell was recorded
uring this purge operation. The cell was kept at 55 ◦C during
he whole purging process and the succeeding sweeping process.

For the ramp sweeping process, counter-flow design and
nhumidified H2 and O2 were used. The relative humidity is
5% for both the H2 and O2. Water generation and accumula-
ion in the cell was obtained by means of the rapid linear I–V
weep method as described by Yu and Ziegler [22]. The flow
ates for both H2 and O2 are 10 ml min−1. I–V sweep settings
or the testing process were 0A-1A-0A, 0A-1.2A-0A, 0A-1.4A-
A, sweep rate is kept at 25 mA s−1. HFR measurements were
arried out at 10 kHz during all the experiments.

In order to collect the outlet water at the anode side and the
athode side, the outlets of the respective gases were connected
o tubes filled with silica gel. Gravimetric analysis and water
alance calculations were conducted after the sweeping cycles.

. Results and discussion

.1. Purging process

Gas purging operation of PEMFC has been investigated by
any groups considering different pivots [23–25]. In this work,

nhumidified H2 and O2 were used to purge the cell as dry as
ossible in order to remove the residual water in the PEMFC, i.e.
iquid water in the gas channel, GDL and CL at both the anode
nd cathode side was purged, and only the structural water in
he membrane and CL was regarded to exist.

Fig. 1a and b show the variation of HFR during the con-
inuous 8-min purging process. Fig. 1a indicates the first 5-min
00/100 ml min−1 duration. Because the effective area of the cell
s only 1 cm2, 100/100 ml min−1 is relatively a high stoichiom-
try for this small MEA. At this flow rate, most of the residual
ater in the fuel cell can be purged. Two “steps” are obtained

n this purging process. This phenomenon can be ascribed to
ifferent water transport characteristics in different parts of the
uel cell. As the saturation level decreases, the internal resistance
ncreases gradually until most of the water in the catalyst layer
as removed. Consequently, the first “step” refers to the water

emoving process in the CL, since the HFR change reflects the
aturation of the Nafion® only, the first “step” does not reveal
he water removal in the flow-filed and gas diffusion layer. The
econd “step” indicates the water removing process in the mem-
rane. After the majority of the water in the membrane is purged,
he internal resistance of fuel cell maintains at a relatively stable
alue. In this state, a high HFR of 1.1 � cm2 is reached which
eveals the dehydration of the MEA reaches a peak, and only
he structural water which cannot be removed by the purging

rocess is left in the cell. Fig. 1b shows the succeeding 3-min
0/10 ml min−1 purging process. The HFR decreases quickly
o a relatively steady state of 435 m� cm2 after about 100 s. In
he presence of gas flows, although most of the liquid water
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Fig. 2a, and so does the internal resistance of the fuel cell. This
indicates the hydration level of the MEA reaches to a relatively
high status but the MEA is still not fully saturated, because the
ig. 1. Variation of the internal resistance of the fuel cell during the purging
rocess: (a) first 5-min. 100/100 ml min−1 and (b) latter 3-min 10/10 ml min−1.

s purged out from the MEA, the water concentration gradient
oes exist due to the diffusion resistance caused by the flows
i.e., a lower concentration in the CL/membrane interface and
higher water concentration in the membrane). The higher the
ow rates, the bigger the concentration gradients. As the gas
ows switch from 100/100 to 10/10 ml min−1, the concentra-

ion gradient decreases and thus lead to a more uniform water
istribution and the decrease of the HFR. As it is well known, the
ater content (λ) in the membrane depends strongly on the water
ptake level [13,19,23,26,27], and for the well-hydrated mem-
rane which was humidified with water vapor, λ was reported
o vary from 12 to 16.8 [19,26,27]. Here, in this work, we take
he water content (λ) in the membrane and CL as 14 before the
urging process [27] and as 6 after the purging operation [26]
y considering the membrane thickness and the water uptake
apacity loss during the MEA fabrication. Noted that the flow
ate of 10/10 ml min−1 is the same as we use in the following
–V sweeping process, the state after the 8-min purge is regarded
s the basic state of the following sweeping tests.
.2. Water generation in the fuel cell

After the cell is purged and reached the basic state, the I–V
weeping tests are conducted to investigate the water uptake

F
t

ources 177 (2008) 404–411

apacity of the fuel cell. In this part, we will discuss the exper-
mental phenomena only, and the quantitative analysis will be
iscussed in the next part. Figs. 2–7 show the evolution of I–V
haracteristics and HFR as the water accumulating in the fuel
ell gradually. In Figs. 2–7, (a) indicates the I–V performance
nd (b) represents the variation of the HFR during this sweep
ycle. Mainly three different kinds of I–V curves are observed
uring our cycles. Fig. 2 is the first cycle of the sweep in which
he cell is just purged to the basic state. We can see that the
ackward I–V curve stands obviously above the forward one in
ig. 2a, and we label this “uptake”. It indicates the hydration

evel of the MEA is improved greatly by the generated water in
his cycle, Fig. 2b displays that the internal resistance decreases
o a relatively low value which is comparable to the value that
s fully hydrated in our latter cycles. It implies that water gener-
ted in the CL/membrane interface in the first cycle rehydrates
he membrane to a relatively saturated level. Figs. 3 and 4 also
elong to this “uptake” type, but we can see that the backward
urves stay much more closer to the forward ones than the one in
ig. 2. The variation of (a) I–V performance and (b) internal resistance during
he first sweeping cycle.
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conditions. Fig. 8 shows the effect of flow rates on the water
removability in the FC. Three different flow rates are applied
during the sweeping tests, and for each flow rate we conducted
five 0A-1A-0A cycles. Only the fifth cycle is shown for clarity
ig. 3. The variation of (a) I–V performance and (b) internal resistance during
he second sweeping cycle.

–V performance of the backward sweeping process is improved
s more water is accumulated in the fuel cell.

Figs. 5 and 6 reveal another kind of I–V curve, in which
he backward sweep intersects the forward one in the medium
urrent density in which resulting a “∞”-like curve and we label
his a “threshold”. In this type, the backward sweep curve stands
eneath the forward one in the high current density region (above
A cm−2) and surpass it in the low current density region (less

han 0.6 A cm−2). The internal resistance of the FC changes a
ittle in Figs. 5b and 6b during these two sweeping cycles (almost
emains at an average value of 65 m� cm2). The small increase
f the HFR during the forward sweep indicates the stronger
lectro-osmotic drag effect of larger current densities dehydrates
he membrane of the anode side. It indicates the rehydration level
f the MEA is prone to reach the fully saturated state. As it is
nown, more water generates in higher current density zone than
he lower zone, and it will take a few seconds for water to diffuse

rom CL/membrane interface to other parts in the MEA. As a
esult, partially flooding in the high current density region with a
ully saturated MEA is ineluctable when water is just generated
nd does not have enough time to distribute homogeneously.
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s less water generates during the backward sweep cycle and
he distribution of generated water becomes homogeneous in
ach part of the cell, the backward I–V performance surpasses
he forward one again in the lower current density zone. By
omparing Figs. 5a and 6a, we can see the flooding zone becomes
uch larger in Fig. 6a, which means the water accumulated in

he cell nearly reaches its maximum capacity.
Fig. 7 shows the third kind of I–V curve during the sweeping

ycles. An obviously flooding phenomenon is observed in the
ackward sweeping process of Fig. 7a, and this is consistent
ith our above-mentioned analysis. Water accumulated in the

uel cell has reached its limited capacity, which means MEA
annot take anymore water generated in the sixth cycle, and
hus the excessive amount of water in the GDL surface and the
ow field blocks the gas transport channel to the CL interface
nd leads to a severe flooding phenomenon.

The three different kinds of I–V curves reflect the water uptake
evel of the MEA and gas transport characteristics in the fuel cell,
ut not all of these three curves would appear at any operating
ig. 4. The variation of (a) I–V performance and (b) internal resistance during
he third sweeping cycle.
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where mH2O,in is the mole quantity of water, MH2O the
molecular weight of water (18 g mol−1), P the partial pressure
of water, V the volume of water vapor, R the gas constant
(8.314 Pa m3 mol−1 K−1), T the temperature of inlet gases
ig. 5. The variation of (a) I–V performance and (b) internal resistance during
he fourth sweeping cycle.

nd Fig. 8 (a), (b), and (c) represents the I–V performance under
he flow rate of 10/10, 15/15, and 20/20 ml min−1, respectively.
s it can be seen, a relatively dry state “uptake” type is observed

xcept in Fig. 8a, it indicates that water accumulation in the FC
s very difficult to accomplish under the flow rate of 15/15 and
0/20 ml min−1. At these conditions, most of the generated water
s carried out by the outlet gases. Fig. 8a shows the “threshold”
ype and it attributes to the accumulated water in the GDL and
ow field blocks the gas transportation and results in the local
ooding, which means water can accumulate in the FC during

he sweeping cycles under the flow rate of 10/10 ml min−1. It
lso indicates the “threshold” would only be obtained in the
ondition that the generated water can accumulate in the FC and
he accumulated water can hydrate the MEA to a well-saturated
tate.

.3. Water uptake capacity of the fuel cell

To understand the effect of water uptake on the I–V perfor-

ance of the fuel cell, it is instructive to quantify the water in

he fuel cell during the sweeping process. Mainly, there are three
ndividual terms in the water balance analysis, (i) water brought
n by the inlet gases mH2O,in; (ii) water generated during the

F
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weeping cycles mH2O,gen; (iii) water carried out by the outlet
ases mH2O,out. (i) and (iii) include both the anode and the cath-
de side. For term (i), the inlet H2 and O2 are both unhumidified
ases with no liquid phase, so we can quantify mH2O,in by mea-
uring the relative humidity (RH) of the inlet gases (see Eqs. (1)
nd (2)). mH2O,gen can be calculated by the integration of the I–t
urve (Eq. (3)) and mH2O,out is obtained by collecting the water
arried out by the outlet gases. The water balance equation is
hown in Eq. (4).

H2O,in = nH2O,in MH2O = PV

RT
MH2O (1)

= P

Ptotal
Vtotal = RHPsat

Ptotal
Vtotal (2)

H2O,gen = Qtotal

2F
MH2O =

∫ t

o
idt

2F
MH2O (3)

H2O,cell = mH2O,in + mH2O,gen − mH2O,out (4)
ig. 6. The variation of (a) I–V performance and (b) internal resistance during
he fifth sweeping cycle.
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ig. 7. The variation of (a) I–V performance and (b) internal resistance during
he sixth sweeping cycle.

25 ◦C for both sides), Ptotal the pressure of inlet gases (ambi-
nt pressure), RH the relative humidity (45% for both of the
2 and O2), Psat the saturated vapor pressure (3167.2 Pa for
5 ◦C), Vtotal the total volume of the inlet gas (H2 and O2, respec-
ively), Qtotal the total charge quantity, F the Faraday constant
96485 C mol−1), i the current and mH2O,cell is the water uptake
f the fuel cell.

For the small cell with an effective area of only 1 cm2, we
onducted five cycles in one sweeping process and did the aver-
ge operation after the test in order to minimize the experimental
rror. Sweeping parameters are set to 0A-1A-0A with a sweeping
ate of 25 mA s−1. The variation of time-dependent I–V during
he sweeping process is shown in Fig. 9. The duration of the
weeping operation is 854 s (14.23 min). The total amount of
ater brought in by the inlet gases calculated from Eqs. (1) and

2) is only 0.084 mg cm−2 in one cycle (0A-1A-0A), and the
ater generated in one cycle by means of integration of Fig. 9
nd Eq. (3) is 7.854 mg cm−2. The experimental data collected
y the silica gel which represents the amount of water carried
ut by the outlet gases are depicted in Table 1. Both of these two
rocesses contain five 0A-1A-0A sweeping cycles, by taking the

o
fi
i
s

ig. 8. Effect of flow rate on the water removability: (a) 10/10 ml min−1, (b)
5/15 ml min−1 and (c) 20/20 ml min−1.

verage operation, it indicates most of the outlet water is carried
ut by the cathode reactant gas (H2: 1.45 mg, O2: 7.3 mg for one

ve 0A-1A-0A cycles). The total amount of water carried out

n one 0A-1A-0A cycle is (1.9 +1.6) mg/2, i.e., 1.75 mg cm−2,
o the water uptake of the fuel cell calculated from Eq. (4) is
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Table 2
Geometric parameters of the MEA

Parameter Value

GDL thickness, δGDL 190 �m
GDL porosity, εGDL 0.75
Volume ratio of micropores (<0.2 �m), η 0.9
Density of liquid water, ρwater 1 × 103 kg m−3

CL thickness, δCL 10 �m
CL porosity, εCL 0.33
Volume fraction of ionomers in CL, εm 0.2
Fixed charge concentration in dry Nafion®

ionomers, cf,dry

1.818 × 10−3 mol cm−3

Difference in the average water content before and
after sweeping cycles in CL, 	λav,CL

8 (before: 6, after: 14)

Difference in the average water content before and
after sweeping cycles in membrane, Δλav,mem

8 (before: 6, after: 14)

M
M

l
t
g
t
p

3

I
t
t
H
H
e
i
fi
a
change of HFR during the sweeping operation is mainly caused
by the variation of the membrane hydration level. The water dif-
fusion time constant is scaled with (δ2

m/Dw), where δm is the
membrane thickness (25 �m in this work) and Dw the water
ig. 9. Integration of the total charge quantity during the five sweeping cycles.

.186 mg cm−2 for one 0A-1A-0A cycle. Considering the large
ooding zone appears in the fifth cycle of our experiment, and

he fuel cell is well operated in the 4–5 sweeping cycles but bro-
en down quickly in the next sweeping procedures, it is regarded
hat water accumulated during the 4.5 cycles is the maximum
ater uptake capacity of the fuel cell, which is 27.837 mg cm−2.
For further investigation on the distribution of accumulated

ater in each part of the MEA, the water storage capacities of the
DL, CL and membrane are estimated by the method described
y Ge and Wang [23], the relating equations are depicted as
ollows

GDL = δGDLεGDLηρwater (5)

cap,CL = δCLεCLρwater + δCLεmcf,dryΔλavg,CLMH2O (6)

cap,mem = δmcf,dryΔλavg,mMH2O (7)

where the symbol captions and geometrical parameters are
isted in Table 2. The calculated water storage capacities of
DL, CL and membrane are 25.65, 1.31 and 0.65 mg cm−2,

espectively, and the total storage capacity of MEA is
7.61 mg cm−2. This consists well with the experimental value
f 27.837 mg cm−2. What’s more, in the first sweeping cycle
fter the purging process, we observed a quickly decrease of
FR as shown in Fig. 2b and we contributed this to the well rehy-

ration of the membrane during the forward sweep in the first
ycle. The water amount is 1.75 mg cm−2/2 (0.875 mg cm−2),
ompared with the water storage capacity of the membrane
.65 mg cm−2. It indicates that the majority of water accumu-

able 1
ravimetric analysis of collected water after five sweeping cycles

erm Measured weight mg−1

First Second

node side 2.3 0.6
athode side 7.2 7.4

otal (five cycles) 9.5 8
verage (one cycle) 1.9 1.6
embrane thickness, δm 25 �m
olecular weight of water, MH2O 18 g mol−1

ated in the first forward sweeping process is used to rehydrate
he membrane, and as the sweeping cycles continue, the water
enerated in the cathode catalyst layer gradually distributes in
he CL and GDL which results in the improvement of the I–V
erformance and decrease of the HFR until the flooding happens.

.4. Hysteresis of HFR

Fig. 10 shows the transient response of time-dependent
–V–HFR. The current is controlled by the electric load, and
he time-acquisition limit for this system is 1 s. It depicts that
he voltage changes spontaneously with the current step, but the
FR response lags the current step with a parallel value of 20 s.
ere, the time hysteresis of HFR is defined as the time differ-

nce between the maximum current density and the minimum
nternal resistance in the same sweeping cycle. For the fixed cell
xture, the contact resistances and the bulk resistances of GDL
nd endplates are considered to be constant, so the periodical
Fig. 10. Transient response of the time-dependent I–V–HFR.
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L. Hao et al. / Journal of Po

iffusivity. Dw (for water content λ > 10) was reported
19,28–30] to vary in a range from 2.53 × 10−6 to
.37 × 10−6 cm2 s−1 considering the different membrane thick-
ess (from Nafion® 112 to Nafion® 117). Here, we use
× 10−6 cm2 s−1 because the membrane thickness is still less

han the Nafion® 112. Thus, the diffusion time constant is about
.1 s, which is much shorter than the experimental value of 20 s.
he possible reasons are as follows: (1) the water concentration
radient is not uniform through the whole membrane surface,
nd the transverse equilibration of water prolongs the diffusion
ime; (2) the electro-osmotic effect dehydrates the membrane
f anode side in the high current density zone, and thus more
ater will be back-diffused to the anode side. The competition
etween the dehydration and back diffusion takes more time to
each equilibrium. Further investigations on the time hystere-
is effect is needed for the better understanding of the water
ransport mechanism in the MEA.

. Conclusions

A periodical linear sweep method was used to evaluate the
ater uptake capacity of the proton exchange membrane (PEM)

uel cell. During the 8-min purging operation, two “steps” were
bserved which represent the different removability of water
n CL and membrane. During the sweeping process, there were

ainly three different kinds of I–V curves which reflect the vari-
tion of the rehydration level in the MEA. Quantitative analysis
howed that the water uptake capacity of the fuel cell was about
7.837 mg cm−2, and this consisted well with the theoretical
alue of 27.61 mg cm−2. The hysteresis of HFR indicated that
he water transport may be restricted by the electro-osmotic drag
ffect and transverse equilibration of the water content in the
embrane.
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